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The May 1996 Green paper on Commercial Communications in the Internal Market
recognised the importance of the sector in terms of employment and growth potential and its
key role in helping European businesses and non-profit making associations to market their
goods and services throughout the Union. These services affect a number .of important public
interest objectives such as the protection of consumers and public health and are therefore
subject to a variety of different national regulations. The Green paper noted that the
divergence of these national regulations together with the development of cross-border
commercial communications was leading to obstacles to the proper functioning of the Internal
Market. At the same time, the increase in cross-border commercial communications, in
particular in the area of new Information Society services and electronic commerce, could
adversely affect the efficient protection of public interest objectives.
The very high level of response confirmed this sector s importance. In addition to the
European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and ten Member States, 433
interested parties responded to the call for comment Over the past 18 months. In general, there
was strong support for the Commission s proposals. Indeed, suggestions were made both to
strengthen .and add to them.
Thc Commission has therefore qecided to adopt a range of actions in this sector with the
objective of facilitating the cross-border provision of commercial communication services
through the establishment of an efficient and transparent framework which will also ensure an
appropriate protection of public interest objectives concerned. These actions represent a tool
to assist relevant authorities in their analysis of problems in this field. This approach is fully
consislcnt with, and complcmcntary to, the Single Market Action Plan s Strategic targct I of
making rules morccrtcctive.
More specifically, the Commission proposes:
I)  The application of a transparent, assessment methodology.  In many cases, the examination
of the compatibility of a restriction to cross-border commercial communications with Internal
Market principles raises the issue of its proportionality with the public interest objective
pursued. The Commission will apply, where appropriate, the proportionality assessment
methodology described in the Green paper. This will increase the speed and efficiency with
which infringements are processed and also improve the quality of any harmonisation
initiatives the Commission will propose in the field of commercial communications.
2)  Setting Upll CoII/mercial Communication Expert Group.  The Commission will set up a
Cmllmcrcial Communications Expert Group to establish transparent ~nd efficient
administrativeco-opcration bctwecn itself and the Mcmber States and a dialogue with
interested third parties. In response to thc calls of thc Parliament .and the Member States, the
Commission will cnsure that any possible duplication with Commission Committees
activities will be avoided. It will also ensure that the Expert Group acts rapidly in the relevant
areas. The Expert group will not cover issues that are already dealt with by Commission
committees.
3)  Making available a Commercial Communications ' contact point and information network.
The Commission will establish a central contact point in the Directorate General for the
Internal Market and Financial services (DGXV) for interested third parties which will work
closely with the other Directorates General involved with policy in this field. It will also
establish a Web site to facilitate information flows and transparency.
4)  Establishing a Commercial Communications Database.  The Commission will establish an
information database on national and Community regulations and self-regulatory codes.5)  Accelerating coil/plaint processing.  The Commission will continue its general efforts to
speed up the handling of complaints. In this field, it will make efforts to reduce delays by
using, where appropriate, the proportionality assessment methodology.
6)  Setting up a network of academic experts.  The Commission will establish a "
representative group of academic experts interested in the various aspects of the
commercial communication field in order to assist its work and that of the Expert Group of
Member States' representatives. The network of academic experts will be invited by the
Commission to provide opinions on specific issues.
7)  Promoting International co-operation.  The Commission will promote the principles of this
approach in international negotiations.
8)  Clurf/vill?; electf"(~nic commerce issues.  The Commission will take account of restrictions
concerning commercial col11l11tlllication services in its current examination of the specific
legal issues reh1ting to the development of cross-border services in thc Information Society.
In certain areas where there is legal insecurity it will propose clarification in the context of a
proposal relating to electronic commerce and associated Information Society services.
9)  Keeping the European Parliament informed.  The Commission will inform the European
Parliament on the application of this approach including an evaluation of the work carried
and an update of the work programl1l~
The Commission  will apply this approach to four key areas  where commercial
communication regulations at the national level diverge significantly and therefore potentially
give rise to both Internal Market barriers and to a lack of effective protection across borders
within the Community. The four areas are (i) the  protection of minors,  (ii)  unfair competition
(iii)  sponsorship and  (iv)  misleading claims.
111INTRODUCTION.
Objective.
The European Commercial Communications sector plays a key role in the European
Community. It employs in excess of I million Europeans and it is growing thanks to the
development of new communications technologies and demand. Examples of this growth are
well reported. In the specialised area of telemarketing the current number of 193 500
employees in Europe is forecast to grow to 669 500 in the year 2001. Growth of internet
related commercial communications is similarly expected to increase. For France, Germany,
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom alone it is forecast that these new commercial
communication services could amount to 1.3 billion Ecus in 2002. This is reflected in the
development of new specialised on-line agencies and internet audience measurement
specialists. Its importance for employment is further emphasised by the fact that many users
of commercial communications have marketing and marketing research personnel that must
be added to the total employed directly by the sector. It should be emphasised that the
creative parts of this sector depend on new young talent and the sector is therefore important
in terms of youth employment in Europe.
The sedor also plays a key rolc in promoting the competitiveness of European business.
Without cost-effective marketing campaigns, businesses cannot develop markets or indeed
are unable to render viable investments in new products or services. Furthermore, commercial
communication services are critically important for the realisation of the Internal Market
given that if businesses cannot communicate their presence, products and services across
borders, they will not be able to engage in cross-border trade. Finally, these services also help
finance all media. It is recognised internationally that the development of information society
services and electronic commerce are, and will continue to be, largely financed by revenues
earned from carriage of these services..
The Commission acknowledges that an Internal Market approach was required in this area
given that there existed no co-ordinated framework for the sector even though it is: (i)
regulated for a wide variety of public interest objectives and (ii) increasingly offering serviCes
across borders, thanks to the development of new communications channels..
The Commission 'sapproach to the area of commercial communications has to take account
of the importance and sensitivity of the various public interest objectives - such as health
salety, environmental and consumer protection- which may be pursued by Member State
measurcs giving rise to difficulties for cross-horder commercial communications. Article
I OOa of the Treaty makes it clear that Internal Market measurcs which affect such public
interest objectives must take as a base a high level of protection. The importance accorded to
these public interest objectives by Community law is reflected also in Article 129, 129a and 130roftheTreaty. 
It follows that a certain balance must be struck between Internal Market concerns and other
objectives validly pursued by Member States. In determining what action the Commission
should take in this area, a certain sensitivity must be shown towards the different social and
cultural situations in the various Member States.
This Communication summarises the responses to the Green paper on Commercial
Communications in the Internal Market (COM(96) 192 final) and presents the Commission
approach aiming at establishing a European policy framework for commercial
communication services. Commercial communications means:
All forms of communication seeking to promote either products, services or the image of a
company or organisation to final consumers and/or distributors.The Green paper s proposals.
On 8 May 1996, the Commission adopted a Green paper on Commercial Communications in
the Internal Market. The Green paper followed an extensive survey exercise to which over
000 interested parties responded.
The Green paper stressed that the sector of commercial communications was of significant
importance to the functioning of the European economy; cross-border commercial
communications were a growing phenomenon in the Internal Market; differences in national
regulations gave rise to regulatory problems for users, suppliers and carriers of such services
as well as their recipients and these problems were likely to become more manifest as
communications possibilities improved with the advent of the Information Society. These
problems are witnessed by the increasing number of complaints in this field. The number of
thcse complaints and the calls for European action from interested parties will multiply as a
conscquence of the technical ease with \vhich commercial communication services can now
cross-borders thanks to the development of electronic commerce.
Given these concerns and since these services arc used to promote cross-border trade of all
goods and services circulating within the Internal Market, the Green paper proposed (see
Annex I) a review of existing restrictions to ensure that there exists a qualitative Community.
framework allowing for cross-border provision of such services together with effective cross-
border protection of public interest objectives and redress against abuses.
Two key proposals were made to ensure, in view of the expected growth in cross-border
commercial communication services, that this review would lead to the establishment of a
high quality, appropriate and coherent European framework:
thc application by the Comrllission s services of an assessment methodology aiming to
facilitate and render transparent the assessment of the compatibility with the Treaty of
restrictions on cross-border commercial communications;
two inter-related  tools to improve co-ordination and information exchange between the
Commission, the Member States and interested parties:
I.  An Expert Group of Member States representatives whose aim would be, on the basis
of the proposed assessment methodology. to help find constructive solutions to
problems for cross-border commercial communications, to safeguard the coherence
of national initiatives and to improve the cross-border protection of public interest
objectives in this field.
2. In response to both the call for improved information flow and the need to provide
the data required for the application of the assessment methodology, the Commission
will establish  a central information .contact point which would co-ordinate an
information and communications network between itself, the Member States and all
interested parties.
These proposals meet the objective of ensuring effective regulation as set out in the
Commission s Single Market Action Plan which was adopted in June 1997 (CSE(97)1 final).
More specifically, they represent a framework for enforcement and problem solving in order
to improve the Community legal framcwork for commercial communications.
Response to consulbltion.
ElIropL'uIIl'lIrlilll11L'lIl.
The European Parliament adopted its resolution on the Commission Green paper on
Commercial Communications in the Internal Market ((COM(96)0 192 - C4-0365/96). PE
260.946) at its Plenary meeting on 15. 97.Economic allll.I)'ocial Committee.
On the 27 November 1996 the Ec\momic and Social Committee adopted its opinion on the
Green paper from the Commission on Commercial Communications in the Internal Market.
(OJ. No C 66/11 00.3.97).
Member States.
To date, the Commission has received responses from ten Member States. These are Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and the
United Kingdom.
Interested parties.
The Commission received 433 replies- from the five groups of interested parties
demonstrating the wid~ interest in this field of.Community policy. These can be broken down
as follows: 127 suppliers of commercial communication services (e.g. advertising agencies
and of which 30 were European or national trade associations), 44 receiver associations (e.
consumer associations or public health bodies), 197 users (e.g. advertisers, of which 70
associations) 52 carriers (e.g. media, of which 18 associations) and 13 self-regulatory bodies.SECTION I. SUMMARY OF REACTIONS TO THE GREEN PAPER ON COMMERCIAL
COMMUNICATIONS.
Given the purposefully broad questions that were set at the end of each section of the Green
paper, responses have tended to comment on the entire text and all its proposals. The detailed
summary in Annex 2 of this Communication covers those points that received the most
comments. The key positions of the I nstitutions and interested parties were as follows.
The European Parliament.
The European Parliament in its resolution dated 15.01.97 gave strong sllpport to the proposals
made in the Green paper. The Parliament wished for the scope of the definition of
commercial communications to be extended to include on-pack commercial communications
such as on-pack price promotions, coupons, free-gifts etc.
Regarding the two key proposals the Parliament's position was as follows:
On the proposed assessment methodology, the Parliament gave its full support and indeed,
demanded for it to be strengthened by making it mandatory for the Commission s work
adding strict time limits for Commission decisions and requiring that it be applied to all
national restrictions whether they be in law or self-regulatory codes.
As regards the Expert Group, contact point and the information network, again theParli.ament
voted with a strong majority in favour of these proposals.
On thc Expert Group, the Parliament called for it to be as open and transparcnt as possible. In
ord~r to ensure transparency and efficiency it also called for the Expert Group to meet
regularly and reach opinions on specilicissues raised to it within short and strict time limits.
It requcstcd that the Expert Group should prepare a regular report for the .Parliament to allow
the latter to monitor its progress. Finally, it felt that the contact point should also provide a
central data bank on regulations and self-regulatory codes in the European Community.
The Parliament also identified the areas of regulations that it felt should be the first to be
examined under the new approach. These were regulations on commercialcolTIlTIunications
for children, the regulatory framework for unfair marketing methods and differing national
restrictions on brand diversification, on-pack commercial communications, events and
television sponsorship.
Finally, it added to the proposals. It called for a system of appeal against the Commission
decision to proceed with or close infringement cases and added that all efforts should be
made to ensure that self-regulatory systems be strengthened as well as operated accordil1g to
the principle of country of origin control.
The Economic and Social Committee.
In its opinion, the Economic and Social Committee strongly supported all of the proposals
made in the Green paper. Unlike the Parliament, it did not indicate a priority on which areas
of regulations should first be subject to the proposed approach.
The Economic and Social Committee was particularly supportive of the proposed assessment
methodology and especially the economic chain reactions which it felt accurately mirrored
how thc market for commercial communications operated in the real world. It applauded the
establishment of the Expert Group and suggested that Member States should copy the
Commission s lead by establishing national cel1tral contact points for policy in the field of
commercial com m un ications.
Member States.
A large majority of the ten Member States who responded was supportive of the proposals.
Only one of the ten felt that the assessment methodology was not acceptable in principle. Theothers were supportive with a few suggesting that the consumer impncts should be more fully
integrated in the economic chain reaction.
Likewise, all the Membcr States who responded on the proposal to establish an Expert Group
were favourable. Two stated that consumer associations should be involved as well as self-
regulatory bodies and another two insisted that it should not duplicate the work of other
committees or in any way add further delay to the Commission s already long infringements
procedure.
Seven of the ten Member States commented on the contact point and information network.
They all agreed to these but two made the point that consumer associations should be able to
have full access to these and should be given sufficient resources to be effective.
Finally, the Member States went through the priority areas listed in the Green paper in detail
(see Annex 2) pointing out where they thought the new approach should first be applied.
They also made a number of further proposals including the need for further work on cross-
horder dispute settlement systems and the need to accelerate the existing infringement
procedure which was considered to he too slow.
Interested parties.
A large number of interested parties (both from consumer associations and industry) agreed
with the Parliament that the definition of commercial communications should include on-pack
forms of such services. A large majority of interested parties favoured the assessment
methodology and a number of differing suggestions were made to strengthen this. This
majority called for mandatory application of the methodology. A number also felt that new
legislative proposals should be assessed with the proposed methodology to ensure that they
would not create new barriers in the Internal Market. Self-regulatory codes should also be
subject to it. Finally, the majority believed that the Commission should make a commitment
to process infringement cases in this field more rapidly given that the assessment
methodology should allow the Commission to be more efficient in its future work. Certain
consumer associations had doubts that the methodology would work without improvement. In
particular, they felt that the economic chain reaction should give more emphasis to impacts on
conSUmers. A few respondents from all the responding groups stated that subsidiarity was
more important than proportionality and finally a few respondents suggested that the
economic chain rem:tion was far too complex to evaluate and should therefore be dropped.
On the Expert Group the vast majority of respondents from all five interest groups welcomed
this proposal. However, most callcd for the Expert Group not to add to add further delays
either to the processing of infringement cases or to the launching of required harmonisation
initiatives. Various suggestions were made as to how the Expert Group should be composed
and operate ranging from the use of opinions from accompanying industry or consumer
groups which would bring together national associations representing interested parties to its
dependence on public hearings. Consumer associations opposed the continual presence of
self-regulatory bodies and felt that this should be balanced with a representation of
themselves. Many respondents from the five consulted groups called for the Expert Group to
draw conclusions on a specific point within a fixed time frame and requested that these
conclusions be made public. There was broad support for the contact point and information
network.
Given the very large number of respondents and their different concerns it is not possible to
summarise the priority areas that were mentioned by them all. However, it is important to
note that all the prohlems raised in the Green paper were referred to across the responses that
were received.
Finally, a Humber of consumer associations and public health bodies called lor easier access
to national and Community regulations in this field for their members. They also called on theCommission to enforce its efforts on effective enforcement, particularly in cross-border
cases. They felt that the Commission should examine and develop new systems for eross~
border dispute settlement systems given the increase in cross-border commercial
communications that was expected. Industry was critical of the existing infringements
procedure and called I~)r improvements. In particular, it was felt that this should he made
more transparent and timely. Some respondents callcd for the Commission to commit itself to
strict processing time limits and to decisions that should be subject to appeal by all interested
parties concerned.SECTION  II.  THE COMMISSION'S RESPONSE.
1.  Objective.
The approach seeh to facilitate the cross-border provision of commercial communication
serl'il"es withill  the  111/(' /"11111 Alark!'t through  the  establishll/ent l~f WI l~tlid!'nt alld tramI'll/wIt
j;-aml'work.  111is will proll/ote /he growth l!l tl/l'  I~urop('all Cllflllllercial COIIlIIl/lI/i1'otions
sector alld allow jilr the development of l'fficiel/t cross- horder 1/larketing strategie.s by
European industry.
This approach will at the same time enSUre the efficient protection -of public interest
objectives. The Commission considers consumer protection and the protection of other public
interest objectives as being essential for the development of the European Community and the
proposed approach in the field of Commercial Communications intends to meet these
objectives. The Commission considers that an efficient protection of such public interest
objectives across the entire Community also ensures the efficient functioning of the Internal
Market. There i-s therefore a balance to be found between the objective of promoting the
growth of cross-border commercial communication services and that of ensuring consumer
protection.
2.  Scope.
Tbe Co1/lmi.uion approach ~I!fI1 he applicable to al/ forms of CO//lmllllicatioll seeking to
proll/ole either products, sen'ices or the image l!/, a company or organisation to .fin(11
conslllm' rs aIUllor distrihutor.s. 11lis includl'.S al/ .limns of advertising, db'el.t marketing.
spol1.wrship, sales promotiom, public relatiol1S alld those services used in the de.sign of
packaging excluding labelling.
The Commission has extended the scope of the definition proposed in the Green paper to
indude  on-pack co/llllllmications  ilich are not covered by labelling regulations following, in
particular, comments from consumer bodies and advertisers.
These services fall within the scope of Articles 59 and 60 such as interpreted by the
jurisprudence of the Court. Indeed, such services are remunerated and can be, or are,
provided on a cross-border bas;:;. The fact that these services (be they to an individual or
other basiness) are not paid for by the final consumer cannot be invoked to contest the service
nature of these activities.
fn certain circumstances commercial communication activities could, accerding to the case
law of the European Court of Justice benefit from the application of Article 30 of the EC
Treaty relating to the free movement of goods. The Court's recognition of the indirect
economic link between commercial communication services and the sale of goods is clearly
explained in a number of caseS that were referred to in the Green paper.J.  ActillllS.
.!)_
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Thc Commission s scrvices will, in future decisions taken in this field, apply, where
appropriate, the following assessment methodology which builds on that described in the
Green paper (see Annex 1) but adds two further criteria in recognition of cultural and social
differences in the Member States and the need to ensure coherence across public interest
objectives. The methodology consists of two steps.
First step: (Analytical overview).The objective of the first step is not to undertake the
proportionality test as such but to set out a complete "picture" of the impacts of the measure.
The aim is not to identify restrictions but to provide a factual overview of all possible effects
of a measure in particular on activities that the measure is meant to regulate and also on the
public interest objectives such as consumer protection and public health. The first step
characterises either (i) .the relevant national measure restricting the free movement of
commercial communication services or (ii) thc harmonisation measure proposed by the
Commission.
Seven criteria are proposed for this characterisation; (i) What is the potential economic chain
reaction and the resulting impact on consumers caused by the" measure? (ii) What are the
public interest objectives motivating the measure?; (iii) Is the measure linked to the invoked
public interest objective?; (iv) Does the measure affect other public interest objectives? (v)
How efficient is the measure in achieving the invoked public interest objective? (vi) Does the
measure reflect cultural or social specificity? (vii) Is the measure coherent across all relevant
public interest objectives and notably those of consumer protection and public health?
Second step: (Legal assessment).On the basis of this overview and the factual information
that it provides, the second step consists of an overall legal assessment of whether, for a
national measure, it could be considered to be proportional or, in the ease of Community
measure, it would be proportional and also coherent with other Community measures. By
knowing the key characteristics of the measure, the above mentioned seven criteria will help
the relevant authority to be in a better position to assess its proportionality and coherence.
The methodology will thus take particular account of the impact of commercial
communications on the public interest objectives of the protection of consumers and public
health. This methodology is not an automatic test for assessing proportionality which is left to
the decision of the relevant authority. Nor is it a cost-benefit or a mathematical analysis
seeking to quantify the value of public interest objectives, It is only a means of ensuring that
such evaluations are based on a complete overview of the effects .of the measure concerned.
In this respect this methodology does not substitute the criteria developed by the Court but
rather assists in their application. Even if the application of this methodology is not rendered
mandatory, as was explicitly requested by the parliament, the Commission s services will
where appropriate, apply it when:
- (i) considering infringement cases in the field of commercial communication services raising the issue of proportionality. 
- (ii) providing analysis and discussing issues within the Commercial Communications Expert
Group (see below). The Commission plans that discussions on the regulatory problems for
cross-border commercial communications brought to the attention of the Expert Group will
be oriented on the basis of this methodology.
The Commission s services wil1, where appropriate, apply the assessment methodology
when designing the Commission s own initiatives which are directly linked to the provisionof commercial communication services. This will further help to ensure the transparency and
coherence of such proposals across the Community s policy competencies.
The assessment methodology will provide the following benefits;
(i) Facilitate the required application of the Treaty.
As the guardian of the Treaty, the Commission, taking account of all the objectives of the
Treaty, should assess the compatibility with the principle of free movement o( services of
restrictions arising from the application of differing national regulations to cross-horder
commercial conllJUlIlication services. As demonstrated in the Green paper, many of these
cases givc rise to problems of proportionality of the rctevant measures and, in any case, the
Commission has to assess proportionality in conformity with the jurisprudence of the Court.
The Commission is obliged to undertake this task to ensure that it is not possible to remove
barriers that have been identified hyapplication of the Treaty. This has to be assessed before
proceeding with Internal Market harmonisation. It is worth noting that in the opposite case
where m~asures are considered as being disproportionate this does not mean that Member
States cannot take measures to protect the public interest objectives concerned. They would
rather be required to adopt other measures which meet these objectives in a more
proportionate way.
(ii) Achieve greater transparency and legal security.
Some Icgal uncertainty in the field of commercial communications could follow from the lack
of transparency and differing interpretations of thc principle of proportionality in Article 38
of the Treaty and in the jurisprudence of the Court on the principles of free movement. In
presenting how it intends to proceed when assessing the proportionality of national
restriction~ or Community initiatives in the field of commercial communications, the
Commission seeks to achieve greater transparency and legal security visa vis the European
Institutions, Member States and interested parties. This legal security is .crucial for
entrepreneurs considering investing in Europe in electronic commerce.
(iii) Improve the protection of public interest objectives.
His important that in line with existing Community directives or proposals for such
directives, the Community and Member States should efficiently protect public interest
objectives such as the protection of consumers and public health. However, it is also
important to avoid these objectives being unjustifiably.invoked so as to protect their own
national market and thus fragment the Internal Market. The only way to achieve these
requirements within the area without frontiers is to promote an approach which focuses on the
quality and the substance of the protection aimed for by the measure. The recognised
intention to protect should be apparent from an assessment of the concrete content of the
measure. Furthermore, a more systematic analysis of the effects of measures would help
detect where existing measures are not sufficient for protecting the public interest objectives
and, thcretore, where supplementary measures are necessary. In this respect it is worth noting
that through assessing the reactions in the market, the methodology identifies the overall
impact on consumer protection or other public interest objectives such .as public health.
In this context the application of a transparent assessment methodology would have positive
impacts on consumer protection and the protection of public health since:
- It would, in particular, help identify national legislation in terms of consumer
protection or other public interest objectives which offers best practice in the Community.
Given that any citizen could expect to benefit from a high level of protection, such a common
methodology will facilitate the assessment of the differing levels of consumer protection.
- It will contribute to the design of efficient initiatives in this field. For example
through the economic chain reaction assessment one can evaluate how market players react tothe specific regulation in order to see whether the final outcome is positive or, indeed
counterproductive for the consumer.
- It will facilitate the explanation to interested parties of Community initiatives
seeking to pl"Ol1lote public interest objectives which affect commcrcial communications.
- It will incite an improvement in information gathering relating to, for example
research and factual evidence on the risks to and the behaviour of consumers.
(iv) Facilitate assessment.
The assessment methodology is not difficult to apply since it relies on the analysis of concrete
and real situations. In particular, the economic chain reaction analysis of the market that
drives these services is based on factual information which can easily be made .avaitable.
(v) Allow the use of a tool that is both efficient and flexible.
The Commission will apply the transparent proportionality assessment methodology where
appropriate. It recommends that national authorities should also apply such a methodology.
However the Commission considers, at this stage, that it is not necessary to propose a binding
instrul1lcnt. The Commission will monitor the efficiency of this approach and according to its
result could nHlkeadditional proposals in the future.
This tool can also be applied by an~ to self-regulatory bodies which are present in certain
Member Statcs in this field. The Commission rccognises the efforts that the national self-
regulatory bodies have made in establishing a cross-border complaint system that works on
the basis of the country of origin control principle in the European Advertising Standards
Alliance (EASA). The Commission believes that self-regulation is onLy effective when its
codes .are adhered to in a comprehensive fashion by all parties, its sanctions are effective and,
at the European level, it works on the basis of mutual recognition. The Commission identifies
the lack of mutual recognition in certain self-regulatory regimes as a clear indicator that the
proportionality assessment methodology should ' be applied to codes and that certain national
systems .are still requiring development. In any event, the codes should be compatible with
the Treaty in order to avoid the introduction of Internal Market barriers through self-
regulation.
2) Setting up a Commercial Communication Expert Group.
The Commission will establish a Commercial Communications Expert Group. It will have
four functions:
- Facilitate the exchange orviews between the Commission and the Member States.
- Help the C0111missk1l1 to identify solutions to problems in the field or cross-border
commercial communication services which will either: (i) allow for the application of mutual
recognition or (ii) identify precise harmonisation needs,
- Provide data and facilitate information exchange on national measures in the field of
cross-border commercial communication services in order to assist the Commission to: (i)
establish .and run a database; (ij) collect information on its specific request; (iii) collect
information on the Member States' regulatory problems with services emanating from third
countries.
- Provide information for the work of committees established by secondary Community law
in the field of cross-border commercial communication services, The Expert Group will be
chaired by an official of the Commission. Its members will consist of two representatives
appointed by each Member State, The Commission will invite groups, where they exist
made up of national representatives of interested parties (from all areas including consumer
associations) to present their positions on the issues being considered. The Expert Group willmcct on 11 rcgular basis. The Commission will decide OR its agenda in view of the information
it receives from the information network (see hel'Ow) and the problems raised by the Member
States themselves. Furtfletmore:
- The agenda of Expert Group meetings win be matle p.wic via the informatiofl network
where appropriate.
- The Expert Group should seck to reach an opinion on a specific point within six months.
- Its opinion, whcrc appropriate, will be made public by the Commission s central contact
point (see below) to interested parti~s.
- The work of the Expert Group will be without prejudice to the Commission s power of
~nitiativeand its discretion to prt'tJose legislation or to begin infringement proceedings
accorded by Article 169 of the Treaty. furthermore, complaints made to the Commission
under Article 169 will not be forwarde~ to the Expert Group,
- The work of the Expert Group will obviously not cover national measures which transpose
existing directives nor will it overlap with work of committees established under such
directives (e.g. the contact committee of the TVWF directive (Directive 89/552 EEC as
amended by Directive 97/36 EC)).
- The Commission will keep the Parliament informed of the work and conclusions of the
Expert Group.
The Expert Group represents a new tool for implementing Commission policy in this field
and will offer the following advantages:
(i) Increased problcm rcsolution efficiency.
The Expert (iroup would improve the possibility of solving problemsconccrning cross-
border commercial communication services by:
- Providing an easily accessible forum for the Commission and Member States to hold
constructive discussions.
- Facilitating the awareness of national authorities to potential problems of a Community
dimension.
- Facilitating informal information flows between national authorities and the Commission.
- Allowing the Commission services to have greater information for assessing the possibilities
for applying mutual recognition or, where this proves not to be possible, for preparing
targeted harmonisation initiatives.
The work of the Expert Group will not overlap with the Commission s power in the field of
Articlc 169 infringements. The Commission s powers will be fully maintained to initiate an
infringement procedure or to decide whether or not to proceed with a complaint.
(ii) Increased transparcncy or the policy-making process.
The Expert Group will clearly reinforce transparency through:
- The publication of its agendas and opinions.
- Allowing interested parties to participate in the policy process.
I I. Ensuring that the Parliament is kept fully informed and aware of policy developments.
In conformity with the Parliament' s resolution it will be kept closely informed of the work of
the  Expert Group. By keeping the Parliament informed directly it will be possible to involve
the Parliament in this approach. The latter will therefore be able to plan and inform its debates
on future proposals in a more efficient manner
- Keeping interested parties involved in  the  policy debate.
Interested parties, in particular consumer associations, will benefit from  the  Expert Group
because:
- Thcy will have far easier m;ccss to information in this field.
. They can submit written representations.
- They will bc incited hJ co-ordinatc, where possible, their opinions at Community
Icvcl.
- Avoiding polarisati~)n of the policy debate.
Polarisation of policy debates will be avoided by allowing a wide variety of interested parties
to have access to the Expert Group s findings.
3) Making available a Commercial Communications' contact point and information
network.
The Commission will establish a central contact point in the Directorate General for the
Internal Market and Financial services which will work closely with  the  other relevant
Directorates General. Its role will be:
- To respond to request for information regarding the Commission s policy in this field.
- To collect information especially about problems regarding the efficient operation of the
Internal Market in this domain. Obviously, formal complaints (Article 169 proceedings) will
bc sent to the Secretariat General of the Commission for registration. Complaints with respect
to cxis1ing dircctiws will hc passcd to those scrviccs of the Commission responsible for their
transposition and managcmcnt.
- To maintain communications between the Commission, the Parliament and the Member
States.
Other Commission services will be closely associated with and be kept fully involved by the
central contact point to ensure a better flow of information.
As a complement to the existing  Commercial Communications  newsletter, the Commission
will establish a Web site. It will:
- Make available information on the Expert Group s work (work programme, opinions
follow-up  etc.
- Give access to the databasc on European commercial communication regulations (see
below).
These actions will bring a number of advantages:
- Interested parties will benefit from the Web site since they will have the possibility of letting
their vicws be known directly to the Commission and the Member States.
- Unlikc the organisation of formal public hearings which restrict participation in debates to a
select number of participants , the network will allow for a far larger number of interested
parties to be reached and likewise allow them to provide comprehensive information to the
policy process.- The Web site and network will allow the Commission to disseminate policy information to a
very large number or interested parties;
- The conI act point will facilitate information collection as well as assist co-ordination of
policy in this field.
4) Establishing a Commercial Communications Database.
The Commission will establish a database on national and Community regulations and self-
regulatory codes in this field.
This initiative responds to the call for easier access to national and European regulations. The
Commission believes that this database should be constructed on the basis of information
exchanged between the Comm.ission, national authorities and self-regulatory bodies. The
database will be accessible via the Commercial Communications Web site. This would ensure
that interested parties receive the most up to date regulatory information available from those
competent for applying the relevant rules.
5) Accelerating complnint resolution,
In line with its general policy which secks to improve its handling of infringements, the
Commission will also seek to accl;lerate complaint resolution in this field.
The Commission considers that the contact point. the information network and the
proportionality assessment methodology should result in faster processing of complaints and
thus greatly help the sector and its users as well as the consumers who are the receivers of
such services. Indeed, all these measures will increase the transparency of the proceedings
and therefore the plaintiffs. the responding national regulatory authorities and the
Commission services involved will all be able to work in a mOre efficient and rapid manner.
This is, of course, without prejudice to the confidentiality of procedures between the.
Commission and the relevant Member State concerning possible solutions to an infringement
proceeding. The analysis of measures requires as much precise and factual information as
possible and this should be more forthcoming under this approach.
6) Setting up an Expert network.
The Commission will encourage the establishment of a network of independent experts
interested in the various aspects of the commercial communication field in order to assist its
work and that of the Expert Group. The network of academic experts will give views at the
Commission services' request.
In view of the need to assess proportionality vis it vis the relevant public interest objectives, it
could be necessary on a case by case ' basis to benefit from the assistance of recognised
experts which represent all the differing interests concerned. In order not to limit the number
ofexpcrts, the Commission will use the new possibilities offered by the internet as a basis for
organising the work and communication within this network.
7) Promoting International co-operation.
The Commission will ensure that ED policy in this field will be promoted in internationalfora
and, in order to facilitate cross-border commercial communication services at the global level,
will promote the principles of this approach in international discussions.
The principles of this approach, in particular the objective of further improving the analysis
of proportionality and coherence of regulation in this field, have already been welcomed by
our major trading partners as well as many operators. Given that the advent of the
Information Society leads to the globalisation of commercial communication services, cross-border problems with such services from third countries are likely to increase. Therefore
there is a need to find international solutions to achieve more efficient protection of public
interest objectives in an increasingly cross-border trading environment. The Internal Market
regulatory framework represents a good starting point for reaching such solutions and
therefore the Community should be involved in international discussions on these issues.
1-1) (,11II'ifyill~ dt'ctronit' t' OlllnU' Ct' issm.'s.
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Thc Commission is examining the specific legal issucs i'elating to the use of cross-border
commercial communication services in the Information Society and will propose possible
c.Iarification in the cOntext of a proposal relating to electronic commerce and associated
Information Society services.
Revenues generated from commercial communication services represent One of the major
sources of funding for Information Society services, This form of funding needs to be
promoted in order to ensure that the distribution of high quality information will increase and
remain accessible free of charge. There are already indications that cross-border commercial
communication services on the internet are subject to legal insecurity and ,barriers. Examples
inc.lude whether or not Web sites are to be considered as advertising or points of sale
transparency provisions for sponsorship which vary between Member States and differing
national restrictions on advertising for the liberal protessions that could undermine the
development of their on-line information services. Other complex issues such as those
relating to intellectual property rights and branded domain names also need to be addressed,
Moreover, as regards new national proposals for regulations pertaining to on-line commercial
communication services, the compatibility of thcsc with the Treaty will be evaluated via the
application of thc currently proposed third amendment of Directive 83!1891EEC concerning
regulatory transparency in the intcrnal market I~H' information s(,)ciety services. A common
position was reached on this proposal in the Council on 26 January 1998.
9) Keeping the Parliament informed.
The Commission will inform the Parliament on the application of this approach including an
evaluation of the work carried out and update the work programme.
In its resolution, the Parliament explicitly asked to be kept informed by calling on the
Commission to ensure that the Expert Group would work in a transparent manner and would
have its results reported to the European Parliament. The Parliament sought, through this
proposal, to express its willingness for this approach to lead to rapid results and, where
necessary, to propose to adapt the approach in the light of this monitoring. Given the
significant number of important public interest objectives (e.g, consumer protection and the
protection of public health) pursued in this field, it is .crucial to keep the Parliament actively
involved in the development of this .approach.
4.  Priority area, for tlIe E.\7Jert Group 
\' 
coll."icleratilJIl.
According to information and responses received during the consultation on the Green Paper
and, in order to ensure rapid and efticient results of its policy, the Commission will prioritise
its work. During the two years following the adoption of this Communication, the
Commission will call on the Expert Group to examine problems arising from cross-border
commercial communications and the objectives, levels and means of protection of public
interest objectives of differing national regulations pertaining to them in the following areas:
1) The protection of minors.
In the field of television advertising the Commission has already undertaken minimal
harmonisation regarding advertising to minors (Directive 89/552 EEC as amended by
Directive 97/36/EC). However, further problems have been raised in the context of minorsadvertising. The  Europe' all I'Clrliafl1elltin  its resolution has requested for a more detailed
assessment of the effects of commercial communications on children. This issue has also
been raised in a number of positions on the Green paper.
Consumer as~;ociations  and public health bodies have called for harmonisation of regulations
and in some areas for strengthening of protection concerning commercial communications
aimed at minors.
Operators  complained about certain national restrictions causing barriers to cross-border
services that were invoking the protection of minors. 
The key problem areas that were highlighted and that will need to be addressed are:
- Differing national regulations on sponsorship for educational programmes,
- Diftering national regulations on direct marketing targeted at minors
- Differing national regulations on television advertising aimed at minors (toys, snack foods
confectionery) in so far as these are not already covered by Directive 89/552 EEC as
amended by Directive 97/36/EC or by work of its contact committee.
- Differing national regulations on the sponsorship of sports events by brands that are
associated with products aimed at children or that can have harmful effects on public health.
2) Unfair competition laws and associated matters,
This issue was raised by the  European Parliamellt  who called for .a framework of rules on
dishonest marketing methods.
Certain  consumer associations  also felt that harmonisation of laws preventing unfair
marketing practices was necessary. This is a particularly important point in view of the
development of electronic commerce. Consumer associations also wished to ensure that
fraudulent schemes and pyramid selling techniques are outlawed across the Community.
Operators  pointed to the signiticant variations in national regulations concerning discounts
gills and competitions, which cftectively impeded the development of cross-border
promotional campaigns. They also noted that multi-level marketing techniques (Le.
promotion and selling of products through networks of independent (non-salaried)
distributors) could develop as a consequence of the possibility of networking independent
agents globally.
More specifically, the following problem areas will be addressed:
- Differing national regulations on discounts
- Differing national regulations on eouponing
- Differing national regulations on free offers and gifts
- Differing national regulations on prize competitions, commercial lotteries and sweepstakes.
- Differing national regulations on multi-level marketing and pyramid selling.
3) Sponsorship.
Whilst recognising that certain aspects of TV sponsorship had already been subject to
barmonisation by Directive 89/552 EEC as amended by Directive 97/36/EC the  European
Parliament  called for the different national regulations relating to sponsorship which are not
harmonised by this directive and patronage to be examined.
II/II/lher (i/ illterested parties  nntcd thc differences in definitions of sponsorship or even
thcir absence (wben.:by splJnsorship is treated as identical to advertising) for regulatory
purposes across the Member States. They complained of the legal uncertainty that arose as aconsequence. Likewisc, certain parties also noted that TV sponsorship regulations vary
significantly between countries.
The following problems will be addressed:
Differing national regulations on sponsorship services related to particular products.
Differing definitions in national regulations of sponsorship and patronage which restrict the
development of cross-border services in this area.
Differing national regulations on TV sponsorship insofar as they concern aspects which are
not covered by Directive 89/552 EEC as amended by Directive 97/36/EC or the work of its
contact committee.
4) Claims and misleading advertising.
The Green paper noted that Directive 84/450 EEC has already harmonised misleading
advertising and more rccently comparative advertising. However, additional calls for action
were made in this field as regarded claims.
rJ1l.\.lIfllcr associaticms a1/d pllhlic health bodies  wished to see stricter harl11onised rules at the
European level controlling the use of certain hcalth and nutritional claims. Consumer
organisutionsnoted thut differences remain in the interpretation of whut is misleading
advertising between the Member States. They pointed out that this leads to great difficulties
in the processing of cross-border complaints.
Operators  criticised differing national restrictions on requirements of packaging which went
beyond the prescribed requirements of labelling legislation. These not only covered "product
information" (i.e. claims) but also use of brand names (certain Member States have
restrictions on brand diversification for brands associated with particular product categories),
and the use of licensed graphics.
The following problems will be addressed:
- Specific areas where differing national regulations are giving rise to divergent
interpretations of " misleading . This is giving rise to evident legal uncertainty . for cross-
border commercial communication services and their recipients.
- Differing national regulations on product or service "claims" that have not been covered by legislation on labelling requirements. 
- Differing national regulations on brand diversification relating to particular products or
services.
5) Redress systems.
The Commission has already proposed to improve access to justice with its modified proposal
for a directive on injunctions for consumers interests (Council Common position CE n
48/97).
Whilst welcoming this action consumer associations  called for improvements in both judicial
and extra-judicial cross-border redress systems against misleading and fraudulent commercial
communication services.
The following issue willbe addressed:
- The Expert Group will examine how existing redress and dispute settlement systems
(including those operated by self-regulatory bodies) can be improved in a cross-border
environment.
6) Application cUhe proportionality assessment methodology at national level.Some  national authorities  have indicated to the Commission their support for the application
of the assessment methodology. The Commission would recommend its assessment
methodology to be applied al national level by relevant national authorities,
In this context the members of the Expert Group will be invited to indicate:
- how they apply the principle of proportionality (organisational aspects),
- to what extent they are applying the Commission s methodology and, if not
- whether they would be prepared to adopt this methodology.Annex 1. A summary of the proposals made in the Green paper on Commercial
Communications in the Internal Market,
1. Definitions and scope.
The Green Paper defined commercial communications as:  All forms of communication
seeking to promote either products, services or the image of a company or organisation to
final consumers and/or distributors. This COVers all forms of advertising, direct marketing,
sponsorship, .sales promotions and public relations. It encompasses the use of such services
by all goods and service industries as well as public and semi-public bodies.
2, The proposed assessment methodolo~y.
The (jreen paper explained ihe implications, in terms ofC'ommunity action, that could follow
lhc expected increase in cross-border commercial communication services. It was likely that
restrictions to cross-border services would appear as well as problems t()r the erticient
protection of public intcrest objectives as a consequence of Member States applying their
differing laws' provisions to incoming services. This problem is particularly relevant to
commercial communications given the disparity of public interest objectives pursued by
Member States regulations.
This view resulted from the analysis of existing laws in the Green paper. This not only
highlighted that national rules differed .significantly acro!:\s Community borders but also that
the compatibility of any resulting cross-border restrictions with EC law would depend, for the
most part, on whether or not they met the principle of proportionality i.e. if the measure is
proportional to the pursued public interest objective. Applicable national legislation on
commercial communications pursues important public interest objectives such as the
protection of consumers, the protection of minors, the protection of public health, the
protection of pluralism etc. For Community measureS in this field, the Green paper examined
how a measure pursuing one public interest objective might impact on a number of other
public interest objectives and therefore how there was a need to ensure coherence of the
Community framework. A careful assessment of proportionality was therefore considered to
be essential in this field.
The methodology is not an automatic test for assessing proportionality which is left to the
decision of the relevant authority. Nor is it a cost-benefit or a mathematical analysis seeking
to quantify the value of public interest objectives. !tis only a means of ensuring that such
evaluations are based on a complete overview of the effects of the measure concerned. In this
rcspect this methodology docs l1otsubstitute the criteria developed by the Court but rather
assists in their application.
As specified in the Green paper, according to the case law of the Court, the assessment of
proportional ity requires: first the verification of the appropriateness of the national restrictive
measure vis a vis the pursued objective i.e.  it must be such as to guarantee the achievementof
the intended aim;  and secondly, testing that the national restrictive measure  does not go
beyond that which  is  necessary in order to achieve that objective  or in other words that  the
same result cannot be obtained by less restrictive rules.
Since the jurisprudence of the Court has not, as yet, provided precisely defined elements that
would allow for the assessment of the proportionality .of national or Community measures
the Commission proposed a methodology in the Green paper which would help, where
necessary, to further improve a systematic and well informed analysis. The Commission
suggested that this methodology would help appreciate the proportionality and coherence of
national or Community measures in this field.
(V"The methodology drew on the jurisprudence of the Court and an analysis of the Community
market for commercial communication services in particular, in terms  of  how these services
impact on public interest objectives, such as the protection of consumers and public health.
It consisted of a two step procedure:
First step: (Analytical overview).
The objective of the first step was not to undertake the proportionality test as such but to set
out a complete "picture" of the impacts of the measure. The aim was not to identify
restrictions but to provide a factual overview  of  all possible effects of a measure in particular
on activities that the measure is meant to regulate and on the public interest objectives also.
The first step was to characterise either (i) the relevant national measure restricting the free
mOvement of services or (ii) the hannonisation measure proposed by the Commission. Five
criteria were proposed for this characterisation;  Assessment criterion A.  What is the potential
economic chain reaction caused by the measure? This consisted of assessing how the business
strategies  of  the economic players involved would alter in response to the measure being
examined or proposed in order to assess the overall impact  of  that measure or proposal on the
consumers that it seeks to protect;  Assessment criterion B:  What are the public interest
objectives motivating the measure?;  Assessment criterion C:  Is the measure linked to the
invoked public interest objective?;  Assessment criterion D:  Does the measure affect other
public interest objectives? And  Assessment criterion E:  How efficient is the measure in
achieving the invoked public interest objective?
Second step: (Legal assessment).
On the basis of this overview and the factual information that it provides, the second step
would consists of an overall legal assessment of whether, for a national measure, it could be
considered to be proportional or, in the case of Community measure, it would be proportional
us possible taking into account the overall objel:lives of the Treaty mid also coherent with
other Community measures. By knowing the key charncteristics of the measure, the above
mcntioned five criteria will help the relevant authority to be in a better position to assess its
proportionality and coherence.
3. Improved co-ordination and information at the European level.
The Commission proposed in the Green paper to establish  a Expert Group  to consider
commercial communications' issues. This Expert Group s discussions would be based on the
assessment methodology. It would seek to establish a constructive dialogue between the
Commission, Member States and interested parties. It would allow for agreement on
application of mutual recognition by permitting the Commission and Member States to reach
consensual solutions alld thus avoid excessive reliance On the conflictive infringements
procedure. Where mutual recognition would prove not to be possible, it would represent a
new, rapid and precise manner to detect specific problems requiring harmonisation. It would
therefore avoid broad, all-embracing harmonisation initiatives.
The Expert Group was also to act as a forum for administrative co-operation, in particular, to
allow Il1r an exchange of information on new Inflmnation Society developments in this field.
II was proposed that it would therefore consider how the Community approach to commercial
communications could be promoted at the international level which is essential given the
global nature  of  the Information Society.
As regards the format of the Expert Group, the Commission proposed that it should be an
Expert Group which would be called when problems arose. The problems to be discussed
would be tabled by the Commission. The Expert Group would be composed of
representatives of the Member States. These could be accompanied by national self-
regulators when the issue discussed entered their fields  of  competence.
tC)For the Commission s work to be well targeted and informed, and in order to ensure that the
Expert Group focussed its attention on key issues affecting "receivers
, "
suppliers
, "
users
and "carriers" of commcrcial colllnumications, the Commission madc two proposals to
improveinfortlultion provision and communication with interested parties. The first was a
central information  contact point  which could both give and collate information on regulatory
issues affecting these services. The second was an on-line  information network  that would
enable interested parties to have direct aCCess to the Commission s and Expert Group s work
and would complement the existing commercial communications newsletter
4. Areas of commercial communications re2ulations requirin2 priority attention
Parts I, II and III of the Green paper called on respondents to comment on the Community
objectivcs in this field and also to comment on the problem areas that the Commission had
identified thanks to the survey exercise that it .had conducted prior to the drafting of the text.
Commercial Communicati()ns  is a bi-monthly publication circulated to 5 000 interested parties in this
field including members of the European Parliament and national administrations. Enquiries on this
newsletter should be made to the Editor (fax(OO 44) I 273 772727 and e-mail:asi~dial.pipex.com).
JlJAnnex 2. Summary of responses to the Green paper on Commercial Communications in
the Internal Market.
1. Definitions and scope.
European Parliament.
In its resolution the Parliament called for the scope of commercial communications to be
delimited in terms of the service providers covered. It also suggests that this scope should be
extended to cover packaging by calling on the Commission to study the obstacles .of using
commercial communications on packaging
Economic alld Social Committee.
The Committee did not contest the scope of the Green Paper but insisted that commercial
communication services used or supplied by charities and non profit organisations should be
included in the scope of the definition given the important role that these services have for the
operations of these organisations.
Member States.
No Member State contested the definition of commercial communications set out in the
Green paper.
IntereMed parties
Certain users of commercial communications (e.g. advertisers) and consumer associations
criticised the definition for not including on-pack commercial communications which were
closely associated with the other communication services listed in the definition. It was noted
that on-pack commercial communications were directly associated to branding strategies.
Consumer associations pointed out that claims and promotions 'made on pack attract
consumers' awareness and therefore should be regulated accordingly.
In addition a few consumer associations contested the entire policy by constructing two lines
of reasoning. First, they claimed that since consumers did not demand commercial
communication services they could not be considered as services under the provisions of the
Treaty. Secondly, they claimed that the recent jurisprudence of the Court suggested that
restrictions on "sales methods~' could not be ana lysed under the EC Treaty s provisions on
free movement unless their application was discriminatory
2. Thc;tsscssment mcthodolo~y.
European l'arliamel/t.
The Parliament's resolution was clearly supportive of the proposed methodology. To quote
the resolution, the Parliament:
Supports the approach proposed in the Green paper of assessing whether restrictive
measures are proportionate to their intended purpose, as this will make it possible to ensure
that the area WithOlit frontiers operates effectively and provides better protection for
I For example, promotions such as vouchers or competitions placed on the packaging of the product.
2 The five interest groups are "receivers" (i.e. an forms of consumer and public health associations),
users" (e.g. advertisers), "suppliers" (e.g. advertising or direct marketing agencies), "carriers" (e.
media or sports events organisers) and "self-regulators" who were the five target groups of the initial
surveys run by the Commission prior to the preparation of the Green Paper.
ello~!eclives of public interest, such as consumer protection, public health protection, .the
protection 
(!( 
intel/eclulIl 111/(1 comm(' rcial prolJ('r~I' al/(l the protectioll of pril'l/(:I';
Thc Parliament made a number of suggestions as to its implementation. More specil1eally, it:
Asks the Commission to pllblL\'h  (in this Communication)  the definition of the
proportionality assessment methodology, which .ine/udes strict time limits for decisions, is
based on existing jurisprudence and explains how it is applicable to existing legislation at
national and Conimlmity level, self-regulatory codes and new legislative proposals
- calls for the approach  to be based on (a) the need to combine market opening objectives
with the maintenance and improvement of high standards; (b) the need for an appropriate
blend of legislation and self-regulation which reflects the cultural differences in the Member
States.
Economic and Social Committee.
The Committee commended the examination of potential economic chain reactions (Criterion
A) as an important part of the overview process proposed. It gave a favourable opinion on the
usefulness of the proposed methodology and the analysis on which it was based, as provided
in the Working document that was distributed with the Green Paper.
More generally in its conclusions the Committee noted that:
the introductio/l of tllis type of methodology would offer the prospect of 
(/ 
comprehensible
and agreed assessment procedure which would reduce the ambiguity and/or uncertainty
which prevails in its absence.
Whilst noting that any reduction in consumer protection must be avoided as should the
provision of an unfair advantage to multi-national enterprises, the Committee considered that;
...
the methodology may offer the prospect of combining enhanced consumer protection with
the opportuni(y for harmonisalion of the practices used in commercial communications. As a
result, this should also help to create more open competition between enterprises creating
(lml supplying commercial communications. 
Memher States.
Nine Member States made comments on this proposal. They can be broadly divided into two
camps. Those who supported it and one that was completely against the methodology in
substance.
()I" the cighl ill support (Wo gave their full backing (0 the methodology. To quote one:
The 
.. 
(iovernment has I/O ol!!ectio/ls 10 the methodology proposed by the Commission for 
uniform aSsessment 
(?( 
measures, including Community measures. The methodology gives
tangible expression, in the area of commercial communications, to the principles that also
underlie (its) legislation.
The third was supportive but felt that more consultation would be required to make it as
transparent and efficient as possible. The fourth suggested that it should be less focussed on
the Internal Market policy objective. The fifth and sixth thought that the methodology would
be useful but suggested that the economic chain reaction should include more detail on the
impact on consumers. The next felt that the methodology could not be legally binding since
only the Court s jurisprudence could be referred to, whereas the eighth believed that although
3 "
.. 
confirms, in analytical form, the experience ofmemhers of the Committee who have experience of
the production and marketing of good~ and services alld also those who have e:((Imined the prospects
./i"om 1I consumcr viewpoint.it di(1 /101 ohjet.:! ill principle, the infrinj!,ements' system was sufficiently effective and the
( '
ollrl "i juri',prudence coilid he relied IIponto deal with the highlighted problems.
Only one Member State was opposed to the proportionality assessment methodology in
principle. It believed the proposed methodology to be vague and unpractical to apply. 4
Furthermore, it did not agree that country of origin control is required in this area.
Interested parties.
Four types of views were received regarding the proposed proportionality assessment
methodology, These can be summarised as follows:
The proportionality assessment methodology need\' to be strengthened and rendered
/llilndatmy since  ill  its applicatioll its results are neither politically nor legal~~) hillding.
Respondents :lcross (he spectl1lm of interested parties who were genemlly positive 'about the
methodology wished to strcngthenits application :Iud legal standing. In Pllrticular. four
suggest ions werc madc:
- The  proportionality ll.HeSSlllent /IIetlwdology should be applied in a /IIllJllliltm:v 
fashion 
all decisions made by the Commission in this field (i.e. when examining national restrictions
and when preparing hanllonisation initiatives).
Me/lllwr StilfL's should be oMiged to notflv ilny new mell.l'//res '!CL'dillg tlwse services illld
these should he subjected to the proportionality assessment methodology  prior to being
adopted.
Self-regulatory codes should be promoted by the Commission and also be subjected to the
proportionality assessment methodology 
- The  proportionality assessment methodology should be applied efficiently  so as not to add
further delays to the existing lengthy infringements' procedure. In particular, it was suggested
that the Commission should, in view of the adoption of this agreed methodology, make a
commitment to process 169 infringement complaints (under Article 169 of the Treaty) in a
more timely 1~lshion.
1'he  ilSSt'SS/IIellt lIIethodology is II/ilrkl'l driven  alldfilils to ilccoulllfiJr the illterests of the
receivers (?fcolII/llercial cm/l!llUlliclItioll services.
This criticism was made by the vast majority of the responding consumer associations and
public health lobbies. In essence, these suggested that criterion A on economic chain
reactions is supply-led and therefore fails to account for the needs of receivers of commcreial
communications in their various forms. It was further suggested that in proposing this
assessment the Commission intended to ignore the evidence showing how recipients can
suffer from certain forms or types of commercial communication services.
The assessment methodology is not relevant since the emphasis should be on subsidiarity
rather than proportionality.
Proportionality of a restriction was not considered to be important by certain interested
parties. These suggested that, because commercial communications were culturally sensitive,
they could not be treated the same as other services but rather had to account for national
sensitivities as reflected in existing national rules. This view was received from certain
consumer interest groups, certain advertisers (largely nationally based ones) and self-
4ltstatcuthat:
.. 
II will not be possible to produce a suml/Jwy of al! the possible effects of a measure on the market. It
is dol/btjid whether the chain reac/ion Ql1U~vsis will be realistic, capable of being implemented, or of
any help. It will be vet:,v difjicult to identifj' and define the specific objective of the measure, It wil! also
he difJicult to idenliji' and evaluate the negative side-effects of the measure.
;(3regulatory bodies. The suggestion made was that before considering proportionality, the
principle of subsidiarity should be used to, in a sense
, "
cut out" commercial communications
from the remit of the Commission s existing and . future action. Depending on replies, the
scope of this exclusi"on varied. The most extreme being the total exclusion suggested by a few
consumer organisations. Areas such as the portrayal of women, the use of nudity in
advertising etc were often cited.
The proportionality assessment methodology is impossible to apply and it would therefore be
far wiser for the Commission to propose general guidelines a,!d harmonise on this basis.
A minority of respondents across all the interest groups suggested that the chain reaction was
far too complex to evaluate and apply and that it would be far simpler to lay down some
common guidelines
3. Improved co-ordination  and  inf()rm~,tion at the European level.
HlIropean Parliaf11ent
The Parliament voted to support the Expert Group with a large majority and insisted that .
should be strengthened. It called lor the establishment of a tripartite Committee made up of
equal numbers of representatives of the Member States, industry Md consumer organisations
and asked to be consulted on its rules of procedure.
The Parliament also called on the Commission to make its procedures fully transparent and
insisted that the Commission ensure that:
the Committee consults thoroughly with the complaining parties, meets regularly, operates
according to strict time limits. publishes its results. considers all complaints lodged with the
Col/I/nissiofl alld reports to the European Parliament.
As regards the  contact point  and  information network the Parliament requested that the
contact point should, as a priority, establish a central databank on regulations and self-
regulatory codes in this area and report back to the Parliament on the latter.
Hcono/llic and ,')'odal  of11f11ittee.
The Economic and Social Committec welcomed the Expert Group proposal. It also welcomed
the notion of bringing together, within a designated Directorate General, responsibility for
giving an overall lead for the Commission on Commercial Communications. It felt that such a
central contact poilll  should ensure:  a coml//(JI/ (1I1d consistent approach to this complex
topic.
It finally added that:
The Governments of the Member States might also consider parallel arrangements for
subjectsfalling within national regulatory authorities.
Member States.
Nine Member States commented on the proposal to set up a  Expert Group.  A majority of
Member States supported the idea of a Expert Group. Two agreed that it would be useful and
noted that it should not undermine the Commission s power of initiative nor prolong the time
taken by the Commission to deal with cases. One questioned whether the self-regulatory
bodies should be admitted to the Expert Group. A further two insisted that consumer
associations be more involved. Another noted its support and suggested that the Expert Group
should maintain a core membership at successive meetings to ensure consistency. Two
5 Typically, "users
, "
suppliers" and "carriers" who called for such an alternative wished to see non~
binding European guidelines whereas consumer groups in particular felt that these guidelines should be
the basis of European harmonisation.Member States did not object in principle to the proposal but felt that care should be taken
such that it would not duplicate certain other committees work Md that further evaluation of
how it would work would be useful.
One Member State was opposed on the grounds that the on-lineinforlllation nctwork and
contact point would be slilTicienl to exchange inlilflnation between Memher States.
As regards the central  (,wI/act pl/illt  and  iIi/imllatil/lI lIetwork seven Member Stales
corJlmenled on this proposal and agreed with it in principle. Five gave their support. Two
other Member States agreed with this proposal but insisted that particular attention should be
given to cnsure that consumer associations had adequate reSources to play their part in such a
network.
Interested parties.
Expert Group must meet strict deadlines and not serve as a manner to add further
administrative delay in PrQcessing complaints.
Although the vast majority of parties from all five interest groups6 welcomed the
establishment of the Expert Group and its role, there were concerns expressed that it should
not lead to a further admin.istrative burden for the Commission when dealing with complaints
or calls for harmonisalion, Interestcd parties wished to see the Expert Group working in
parallel 10 either the infringement procedure or the Commission s existing initiatives to
harmonise certain regulations regarding commercial communications.
Erpert (irollp must he.!i1/" lIIore opt!lIalld trallsparellt ill its operatiOI1.
I !sers
, "
suppliers" alld "carriers" were generally open towards the composition of the
Experl (iroup although a number of their trude associations called for the right 10 be present
011 the Expert Group or at least to make representations to it. Suggestions varied between full
participation, in which case the Expert Group would work in open and would hold public
hearings, or the composition of shadow committees for each of the five interested parties that
would select representatives who would present at selected Expert Group meetings the
written representation of their respective "constituencies
Consumer associations did not agree that self-regulatory bodies should be the only group
other than the Member States who could attend such meetings.
Expert Group s agenda must  be  known and its results lIIust  be  published.
Those in favour of the Expert Group, but concerned that it should operate in as transparent a
manner as possible, called for its agenda to be made public prior to it beginning discussions
011 a spccific issue. Furthermore, many respondents from the five consulted groups called for
Ihc Expert (;roup to draw conclusions on a specific point within a nxed time (i'ame and
requested that these collclusions be published and made available to all interested parties,
4. Are;!s of commel'ciai communications regulations requiring priority attention
Europeal1 Parlialllent.
The Parliament asked the Commission to list in this Communication a full inventory of
existing barriers to the free circulation of commercial communication services but then went
on to note that it believed the following areas were particularly in need of attention:
- multi-level marketing restrictions
6 See footnote 2.
7 Multi-level marketing refers to door-step and in the home markeling syslems whereby agents
working as Ih:elance salespersons for a particular company market that company s products or services
J1'- restrictions on brand diversification
- restrictions on commercial communications on packaging, and
- restrictions on both events and television sponsorship.
The Parliament called on thc Commission to come forward with a more detailed assessment
of thc clkcts of commcrcial commlll1ications on children as well as thcir impact on privacy
and the mcchanisms through which consumer cross-border complaints should be addressed.
It also called on the Commission to propose a framework of rules on dishonest marketing
methods.
Finally, without making reference to which legislative texts should be reviewed, the
Parliamcnt believed that thc Commission should consider a SLlM8 analysis of the sector.
Econo/IJic and Socia!  ommillee.
The Committee did not comment on this point.
Member States.
Seven .ofthe Member States who responded to the consultation commented on this point. One
felt that differing national misleading advertising restrictions on  the regulated professions
should not be reviewed. Whilst noting that it has repealed its ban on price advertising and
discounts, it felt that harmonisation  I?f "bail"!:) and unfair price undercut/ing  is required. It
further called for a harmonised ban on  cold-calling  without prior consent and similar
restrictions for e-mail and internet communications. On children it stressed that any future
action must distinguish between information and commercial communications. As for
.final/cia! services  thc lack of advertising harmonisation in this area was considered to
undermine consumer confidence in non-domestic firms.
The second Member State pointed out that its laws  on sales periodl'  could require
modification and that its regulations  onfree gifts. promotional oJfersand  competitions are
some ot"the most restrictive in Europe and are being reviewed.
The third suggested that the Green paper should have given more emphasis to protecting and
developing consumer-related regulations. At the European level, in the area  of unfair
marketing practices it suggested that the International Chamber  of  Commerce codes in the
field would serve as a good basis for harmonisation.
The fourth noted that its regulations on pharmaceuticals advertising are compatible with EC
law. It felt that problems remained in the field  of Internet related commercial
co/IJf/1wlications, environmental advertising  and more generally  commercial communications
and puhlic health.
The fifth went through the list of areas highlighted in the Green paper and suggested that it
does not apply any incompatible restrictions to cross-border commercial communications. It
believed that no further harmonisation is required in any of these areas and that any
restrictions elsewhere should be remedied by the Member States themselves and not the
Community.
The sixth believed that there may be further grounds for harmonisation of consumer
protection laws through the application of Article 129a (3) and contested the need for any
lowering  of  national restrictions whatsoever on the grounds of Internal Market principles.
by advertising their presence at local level and seeking to arrange meetings with particular clients in
their homes or other pre-arranged locations.
8 .SLIM stands for Simpler Legislation for the Internal Market
9 "Lockvogelwerbung
2eeThe seventh Member State stressed that in the area of pharmaceuticals' advertising Directive
92/281EEC should .be trnn~by aft the Member States. It also raised the issue  of alcohol
vpo1lSorsltip  arguing fot s~tf-reiWmwry codes. In the field or public relations services it
questioned restrictions caused !ly  iluivtencl.! 01'1 detailed requirements for puhlic re/afions
("oll/panies  tendering for public pfOcurement contracts.
Interested parties.
Given the very diverse range of interested parties that responded to the Green paper and the
fact that some were individuals and others representative bodies, it .is not feasible for the
Commission to list priorities simply according to the quantity of references made to one or
othcr specific problem 10. However, it should be noted that all the areas identified in the Green
Papcr as requiring analysis were confirmed by a number  or  many respondents.
5. Other acti()lll1 called ror during tile consultation.
Summary orrespouses received.
European Parliament.
The Parliament criticised the long delays that the Commission takes in processing
infringement complaints and believed that Commission decisions on whether or not to
proceed with such complaints should be open to appeal, in order to render the Commission
more accountable. It therefore:
Asks for the introduction of a Council decision to enable possible infringement proceedings
in the Court of First Instance 
11 II
It believed that the Commission should. when restrictions are proportional and harmonisation
is required, study International Chamber of Commerce .codes as a model for such
harmonisation particularly in the field of on-line commercial communications.
Finally, the Parliament called on national regulatory bodies to apply the country of origin
control principle and believed that the Commission, consumer organisations and industry
should consider strengthening self-regulatory cross border systems such as that operated by
the EASAI2
Economic and Social Co1llmittee.
The Committee did not add to the proposals made in the Green paper.
Member States.
One Member State believed thatthere should be a more detailed investigation of the need for
EU regulations for the purposes of consumer protection or for the general good.
Another insisted that the removal of trade barriers should be accompanied by the
cstablishment of a Community network for dispute settlement both through the courts and out
of court, combined with a coherent system for providing legal assistance to Community
citizens not resident in the Member State where the dispute arises.
A third criticised the existing infringement mechanism as being slow and ineffective and
called for improvements to the complaints procedure. It felt that the experience of self-
regulators should be drawn on in this field particularly in view of the Information Society.
10 This would lead  to  a bias against consumer and public health bodies, who ,de facto, are less
numerous than the various industry representations.
11 This is in line with Parliament' s Resolution of 16/9/93 on the role of the  Court  of Justice in the
development of the European Community s constitutional system (OJ C 268, 4. 10. , P 156)
12Europcan Advertising Standards Alliance.
;)rInterested parties.
Consumcr organisiltions and public henlth bodies representing "rcceivers felt that the
Commission should give t:lr nwrc emphasis to the problcms caused by cross-border
commercial communications for consumers.  In  addition to the Commission making publicly
available easy access to all national laws and self-regulatory codes in this domain, they made
two other proposals. On the one hand they called for harmonisation to ensure that national
standards were not undermined and, on the other, they felt the Commission should focus its
efforts on effective enforcement, particularly in cross-border cases. They stressed that it
should be encouraged to establish systems for resolving cross-border disputes and exchange
of information about national regulations and their enforcement.
Uscrs
, "
suppliers" and "carriers" argued that the existing infringements pn)cedurc should
be improved so that they could become more transparent, timely (some calling for the
npplicalion of strict timc limits for the processing of cases) and be altcred such that
Commission positions to proceed or (wt with n complaint could be subject to appeal by all
interested parties concerned.Financial Memorandum
1. INTITULE DE L' ACTION
Communication on the foltow-up to the Green paper on Commercial Communications
in the Internal Market
2. LIGNE BUDGETAIRE CONCERNEE
B5 - 3000 Strategic Programme for Internal Market
. 3. BASE LEGALE
Communication on the follow-up to the Green paper on Co1D.Ill.ercial Communications
in the Internal Market. (Articles 52-66 and 100a.
4. DESCRIPTION DE  ACTION:
The May 1996 Green paper on Commercial Communications' in the Internal
Market recognised the importance of the sector in terms of employment and
growth potential and its key role in helping European businesses and non-
profit associations to market their goods and services throughout the Union.
However, the Green paper also identified a range of obstacles to cross-border
commercial communications which hamper the proper functioning of the
Internal Market.
The very high level of response confirmed this sector s importance. In
addition to the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and
ten Member States, 433 interested parties responded to the call for COtnnlent
over the past 18 months. The 433 interested parties can be broken down as
follows: 127 suppliers of commercial conununications services (e.
advertising agencies of which 30 were European or national trade
associations), 44 receiver associations (e.g. consumer associations or public
health bodies), 197 users (e.g. advertisers, of which 70 trade associations) 52
cauiers (e.g. media companies of which 18 trade associations) and 13 national
and European self-regulatory bodies. In general, there was strong support for
the Commission proposals: indeed, suggestions were made both to
strengthen and add to them.
The communication proposes that the Commission adopt a range of actions in
this sector with the objective of facilitating the cross-border provision of
commercial communication services through the establishment of an efficient
and transparent regulatory framework which will also ensure an appropriate
protection of public interest objectives concerned. This approach is fully
consistent with, and complementary to, the Single Market Action Plan'
Strategic target 1 of making rules more effective.
More specifically, the Commission proposes:
1) The  application of a transparent, proportionality assessment methodology
to itkntify regulatory restrictions to cross-bortkt commercial communication
services.
J-4; 2)  Setting up a Commercial Communication Expert Group.
3)  Maldng available .a Commercial . Communications' contact point and
information network.
4)  Establishing a Commercial Communications Database,
5)  Accelerating complaint processing
6)  Setting up an Expert network.
7)  Promoting International co-operation
8)  Clarifying electronic commerce issues,
9)  Presenting a report to the Parliament
The Commission  will apply this approach to four key areas  where commercial
communication regulations at the national level diverge significantly and
therefore potentially give rise to both Internal Market barriers and to a lack 
effective protection across borders within the Community. The four areas are
(i) the  protection of minors (ii)  unfair competition (iii)  sponsorship and  (iv)
misleading claims.
1 Objectifgeneral de I'action
The estahli$hment of an Information Network
The Information Network will help to improve co-ordination and information
at the European Level and will support the Commission in assisting the
Member States in making action in this field more transparent. It will also
improve the exchange of data between various organisations and the national
and European regulatory authorities. The financial implications consist of
bringing together the necessary regulatory data, ensuring its timely
dissemination and enabling Member States and other associated parties to
share this and other relevant policy information. This will complement the
existing commercial communications newsletter. Both of these actions have
received unanimous support by all respondents to the Green paper.
2 Peri ode couverte par I'action et modalites pour son renouvellement
The Information Network
The principal means by which the information will be stored, disseminated
and exchanged will be a Web~site. The initial development, testing and
running of this will be entrusted to an outside contractor. This would set down
the necessary channels between the Commission and Member States
Euthorities, through which regulatory data would be exchanged.
. B5-30005. CI,ASSIFICA'fION DE LA DEPENSE
. 5.1 Depenses non obligatoires
2 Credits non dissocies
6. TYPE DE LA DEPENSE
1 Type deja depense
The Information Network
Expenses for outside Contracts establishing the web-site: bringing together
connecting and loading the regulatory data and developing the information
exchange channels and ensuring function of the network over a pilot period of
four years.
7. INCIDENCE FINANCIERE SUR LA PARTIE B
B5-3000 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total
Global contracts for establishment of network infrastructure
Server:
- hardware,
- software,
- Internet access
- maintenance (hard and soft)
- infrastructure
Personnel *
LSA,
Web master 175
Converting legislation:
(4 ECUs/page-20.000 pages)
Total 158 135 115 115 523,5 
(in KECU)
) SLX months dunng the first year.
8. DISPOSITIONS ANTI-FRAUDE PREVUES
The verification of expenditure comprises checking that tasks have been correctly
performed before payment, taking into account contractual obligations and the
principles of economy and sound financial management. Anti fraud provisions
(verification, presentation of reports etc.) will be included in all contracts concluded
between the Commission and the Contractors.9. ELEMENTS I)' ANALYSE COUT-EFFICACITE
1 Objectifs specifiques quantifiables, population visee
The Information Network
The specific objective is to facilitate trade in commercial communication
services within the Internal Market, in addition to helping the Member States
to ensure integration of the Internal Market. The action seeks to ensure that the
future European regulatory lhunework will help encourage investments in
these services, which will obviously assist the competitiveness of European
industry as well as incite employment creation within it.
The targeted sector is very wide. In addition to the .commercial
communications sectors themselves who employ over 1 million people in the
Community, this approach should also benefit their users (i.e. all fm:ns and
organisations who use such services) and also consumers who should receive
more information on the choice of products and services available to them in
the Internal Market. Finally, and certainly not least. an efflcientlyoperating
commercial communications sector results in more expenditure in the media
and the new media. Hence the media and electronic cominerce business wou1d
also benefit from this action. 
The Information Network also seeks to ~e the work of the accompanying
Expert Group as open and transparent as possible and to facilitate the
exchange of regulatory data.
2 Justifieation de Paction
The Information Network
The Community has exclusive competence for the Internal Market objective
and the need is for a dialogue between the Member States based on an agreed
methodology chaired and structured by the Commission so as to help them
make the Internal Market work.
The type of intervention has been chosen because the alternative approach is
to be faced with a heavy wave of infringement complaints and calls for
harmonisation. This approach should help limit such future Commission
involvement and help the Member States to meet their tasks more effectively
with a net. saving in Community resources.
The Information Network will build on the foundations already laid by the
existing Newsletter on Commercial Communications, launched prior to the
Communication, as a forum for discussion.
The Network will also meet the demand from consumer associations and
public health bodies to give easier access to national and Community
regulations in this field for their Members.
Derived or multiplicative benefits will flow from this action
'SL3 Suivi et evaluation de I' action
Performance indicators will be eventual modifications of national measures
which will allow for the principle of mutual recognition to be applied between
Member States .in this field of the regulation of commercial communication
services.
Bi-annual monitoring reports will be presented to the European Parliament
10. DEPENSES ADMINISTRA TIVES (PARTIE A DE LA SECTION m DU
BUDGET GENERAL)
Actual mobiIizationof the necessary administrative resources will depend on the
Commissions annual decision on the allocation of resources, takinginto account the
number of staff and additional amounts authorized by the budget authority.
10.1 Incidence sur Ie nomhre d' emolois
Types d' emplois Effectifs a affecter a fa Dont duree
e:estion de l'action
Emplois Emplois Par utilisation Par recours a
permanents telDporaire de ressources des ressources moins
existantes au supplementa1res Sans
sein de fa DG
ou du service
conceme
F onctionnaires dwie de
l' action
ou agents duree de
action
temporaircs
Autres res sources 
Total
10.2 Incidence financiere elobale des ressources humaines.
By using existing resources being assigned to manage the operation 2.5 men/year 
108 000 ECU = 270 000 ECD. (calculation based on chapters A- , A- , A-4, A-5and
~~ 
Types d"emplois Effectifs a affecter ala gestion de I'action Coilt 
Annuel
I Emplois Permanents *
1 Emplois temporaire
montant  annuel 
Fonctionnaires I 5*108 162
ou agents 1 '" 108 108
temporaires
Autres ressources
Total 5 '" 108 270
(in KECU)10.3 AU2mentatioo d' antres deoenses de fonctionnement decoulant de I'action
Ligne
Budgetaire
(no et intitule)
A - 7030
meetings
(accompanying
Expert Group)
A~ 701
Mission
expenses
Total
Montants
(in KEClJ J
Module de eateul
1998 1999 2000 2002 2001
15 representatives *650ECU
* 4 meetings = 39, 000
ECU/year, first yw only
two meetings forseen= 15
* 650 ECD *2 
19.500
-one day visit of each EU
capital:: 650 ECU. 
capitals:: 9 750 ECU per
year.
- 2* one day visits of
Genev~= 2* 1 000 ECD=
000 ECU
= 11 750 ECD/year
50,
For 1998, the other expenditures related to the action (appropriations requested on
budget line A-7030 and A-701O) are covered by the appropriations given by the
Commission to DG XV (global envelope to be decided by the Commission on the 18
February). For the following years effective administrative resources will depend on
the annual decision oftbe Commission .concerning the appropriation of resources
taking into account the global amount allocated by the budgetary authorities.
3Lf